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Correllian Peace Prayer

I pray for Peace

I pray for Love

I pray for Stability

I pray that Love may overcome Fear

And I send energy of Love and Peace
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For all people of the World

I create it, I accept it, and I receive it

By my will so mote it be!

CORRELLIAN SPOTLIGHT- ANCESTORS

We find that this month’s Correllian Times is themed with Peace and with the release of the new
expansion packs for the Tarot of Hekate, we have decided to feature the ancestors that are found
under Bios of the Correllian Tradition website www.correllian.com. To find out more about the
cards, simply look below in the Tradition News of this edition.  What a better way for us to
speak about peace than to give you some of the wonderful ancestors of the Tradition.

Blv. Caroline High Correll - Founder of Tradition

Caroline High Correll claimed to come from a family of
hereditary witches. The family was of mixed racial
ancestry and highly syncretizing in their attitudes.
Although exactly what Caroline’s birth family actually
believed or practiced will probably never be known with
certainty, what is known is that the family followed some
sort of unorthodox religious practice and that they
maintained a secluded compound near the
Indiana/Illinois border. Caroline High was born at this

compound in 1860, daughter of William and Sarah Ann High. In 1864 Caroline’s family left
the compound, but not the family, to live in nearby Danville, Illinois. (Pictured: Caroline High
Correll and her daughters Mable and Dollie, c. 1914.
In 1876 the High family compound was destroyed by federal authorities
in a Waco-style raid that left many of the High family members and their
supporters dead. In subsequent months many other family members were
tried, imprisoned, or executed including some of Caroline’s closest
relatives. All her life Caroline maintained that the charges that led to the
raid were false, and attributed them to racial and religious bigotry.
(Pictured: Caroline High Correll, c. 1879)
In 1879 Caroline founded a “new family” which became known as the
Correllian Tradition, after her married name: Correll. Caroline claimed
that this Tradition was built upon the beliefs of her birth family, but also
incorporated new elements throughout her lifetime, as have her
successors.
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Caroline and her husband John Correll traveled widely and operated a number of businesses
over the years. For many years they operated a carnival during the summer, and worked as “Art
Lectures” during the winter using what was then cutting edge technology that was as much an
attraction as the art they exhibited.

Caroline worked as a psychic reader, and was an attraction at her own
carnival.
Caroline’s eldest daughter, Dora High Correll, also was an attraction at the
carnival, performing on the high trapeze without a net. Dora’s death in
1898 brought the carnival to an end. Her parent’s marriage ended not long
after. (Pictured: Dora High-Correll and her husband from a promotional
photo taken to promote their trapeze act, c. 1897)
Whatever the beliefs of Caroline’s ancestors may have been, she became
involved in European Witchcraft in the early 1900s. Caroline was a close
friend of, and may have been related to, the artist Lydia Becket. Becket
introduced Caroline to Aradianism - an Americanized form of Italian
Stregheria Witchcraft as filtered through Leland’s Aradia. Many Aradian

ideas have been central to Correllianism ever since.
Caroline continued to work as a psychic reader until her death. She also performed healings,
and sold herbal remedies and charms of various kinds. In addition to Correllianism, which was
a private familial tradition at the time, Caroline was also prominent in the Spiritualist movement
and in the Universal movement.
Caroline regarded her lineage as being matrilineal in nature, and in her
lifetime followed this fairly pattern strictly, though the Tradition departed
from it under the Regent LaVeda. Caroline had three daughters who were her
potential heiresses: Dora, Dollie, and Mable. Dora and Dollie each died
before their mother, leaving Mable as heiress. (Pictured: Mable High Correll,
second Head of the Correllian Tradition, R. 1939-1966)
Caroline High Correll died in 1939, and was succeeded as Head of the
High-Correll family by her daughter Mable.

Blv. LaVeda Lewis-Highcorrell - Regent of Tradition (R 1966-1979)

The Regent LaVeda was born on 25 November, 1927, when the power and
influence of the High-Correll family were at their height. She was a child of
privilege, who spent much of her youth on the Blv. Caroline High-Correll’s
estate Under-The-Hill on the banks of the Vermillion river. (Pictured: Blv.
LaVeda Lewis-Highcorrell, Third Head of the Correllian Tradition, shown as
a young woman)
But by 1940 the Blv. Caroline was dead, LaVeda’s father had become a
mental and physical invalid, crushed by prison and illness, and she had been
removed from the custody of her divorced mother (the Blv. Mable, then
Head of the Correllian Tradition) to briefly become a ward of the state
because of the family’s religious and social beliefs. These experiences,
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together with her Native American heritage and the issues that came with it, and the hateful acts
which followed the early death of her only daughter, Linda, caused the
Blv. LaVeda to live a very closeted life.
In public she concealed her racial and religious identities, while in private
she nursed a strong sense of the injustice done to non-Christian people
and the need for action to change this - the same attitudes which had
earlier motivated the Blv. Caroline High-Correll’s teachings about the
relationship of the “Native Religions” Vs the “Book Religions”.
(Pictured: Blv. Caroline High Correll with Blv. LaVeda c. 1930)
Although she made tentative steps out of the broom closet during the
later ‘80s, the Blv. LaVeda preferred to write under a pseudonym,
“Elizabeth Greenwood”, inspired by the name of her home “Greenwood
House”.
The Regent LaVeda led the Correllian Tradition from 1566 Pisces until
1579 Pisces (1966-1979 AD). These were crucial years for the Correllian
Tradition, which was then still known as the Nativist Tradition. During
these years the original Correllian lineage and the Correll Mother Temple nearly died out,
saving themselves only by union with the related Louisine lineage.

During these years too, the Correllian Tradition came to identify itself
strongly with the modern Wiccan movement. With its roots in Cherokee
religion, Scottish Traditional Witchcraft, and Spiritualism, as well as a
strong association with Leland’s Aradians, Nativism was arguably
something apart from Wicca until the late ‘70s - depending upon the
definition of Wicca one uses. Many people have begun to draw a division
between Traditional Witchcraft, such as Nativism, and the modern Wiccan
movement, which they see as a development of the 50’s and 60’s. (Pictured:
Lady LaVeda’s mother, Blv. Mable High-Correll, second Matriarchal Head
of the Correllian Tradition, R. 1939-1966)
The Blv. Caroline’s original teachings were strongly Universalist and
socially conscious, based upon the idea of pan-Pagan recognition and
co-operation as the only salvation for the world’s Native (ie: Pagan)
peoples. The brand of Wicca popular in the ‘70s was strongly similar to

this, and drew little distinction between Wicca and Traditional Witchcraft, leading the Blv.
LaVeda and other members of the Correll Mother Temple to feel not
so much that they were joining a movement as that they were
acknowledging an association which had always existed.
Contemporary definitions might challenge these conclusions, since
many now define Wicca as created by Gardner, but this was not the
case in the ‘70s.
The Blv. LaVeda was the Heiress of her mother the Blv. Mable, but
did not succeed her - passing her claim after thirteen years of
Regency to her niece Lady Krystel, the First Priestess of the
Correllian tradition from 1979 to 2016, retired in office and sharing
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the office with the current first Priestess Lady Stephanie as Co-Regent. Lady LaVeda’s son,
Rev. Don Lewis, became First Priest and later Chancellor of the Tradition (in the Year 0
Aquarius/2000 AD).
Lady LaVeda passed into Spirit on 13 September, 1589 Pisces (1989 AD), dying from
complications of cancer. Her funeral, presided over by her son and niece, was low key but
openly Pagan, in accordance with her declared wishes. (Pictured: Blv. LaVeda and her husband
John Lewis.  Their marriage lasted 47 years, and ended only with her death)

Blv. Virginia “Bitterwind” Smith - Feb. 2, 1945 - May, 2019

The Beloved Virginia Smith, better known as Lady Bitterwind, served for many
years as First Elder of the Correllian Tradition.
Blv. Bitterwind retired as First Elder in Year 11 Aq., but retained the rank and
dignity of the office and remained officially a member of the Correllian Council
of Elders until her passing.  (Pictured: Blv. Virginia “Bitterwind” Smith)
Blv. Bitterwind was the longest-serving First Elder in recent memory, having

held the office for twenty-two years.
Blv. Bitterwind was acclaimed as First Elder in 1988, succeeding Rt Rev
Gloria High Correll in this office. Blv. Gloria served as First Elder from
1973 until her death in 1988. (Pictured: Blv. Bitterwind in state robes for
the Lustration of the Ancestors for Year 3 Aq. Blv. Bitterwind holds a
feather fan with which to conduct the actual Lustration, or aspersing of the
Lustral Water blessed by the Correllian Ancestors. Blv. Bitterwind’s vision
symbol can be seen on her clavis)
Blv. Bitterwind passed from this world on the morning of Beltane, May 1,
2019, just before the Lustration of the Ancestors which was also the Ruby
Jubilee of the First Priesthood. Although she was expected at the
Lustration, her absence was attributed to her failing health. In the last years
of her life Blv. Bitterwind had battled a number of health ailments, and in the months leading up
to her death she had been dealing with the onset of Alzheimer’s. On Sunday evening, after
Lustration had ended, a number of Correllian Priesthood had gathered for a ceremony at the
graves of the Correllian Ancestors. It was just as this ceremony was beginning that the
Tradition learned of Blv. Bitterwind’s passing.
Blv. Bitterwind was born on a particularly frosty Candlemas morning long ago, which was the

inspiration for her name “Bitter Wind”.
Blvd. Bitterwind’s father nurtured her interest in philosophy and
encouraged her to always look beneath the surface of situations. (Pictured:
Arch Priestess Bitterwind (R) with the Regent LaVeda at a ceremony of the
Correll Mother Temple held in 1988. Yes, the bear was part of the
Ceremony)
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In the ‘80s Blv. Bitterwind made a collection of her father’s philosophical writings, which was
published in the Pagan journal Wheel of Hekate. Associated with the Correll Mother Temple for
many years, and a founding member of the Temple of the Dancers of Shakti, Blv. Bitterwind
became an adopted member of the High-Correll family in 1583 Pisces (1983 AD).
Blv. Bitterwind was also a member of PURE Sanctuary Temple in Vermilion County, Illinois.
A retired restaurateur, Blv. Bitterwind authored many philosophical articles and stories, as well
as works on metaphysics and science fiction. Blv. Bitterwind’s best known writings are Dirty
Tricks, Inc. a series of articles expounding upon the hidden agendas and unconscious behavior
patterns of society, and including her famous discourse on why government should be
considered a living being - one not always friendly to humans.
Throughout the ‘70s and ‘80s Blv. Bitterwind was also well known as an artist and illustrator in
the underground press. She was skilled in pen-and-ink, oils, and watercolor, and at the turn of
the century came to specialize in sculpture. For several years Blv. Bitterwind focused on sand
sculpture. Blv. Bitterwind created a sand sculpture in honor of the Goddess 2000 Project, which
was displayed in the art competition accompanying the Danville Balloon Classic, held in
Danville, Illinois in the Year 0 Aquarius (2000 AD). The following year she won Second Place
with her sand sculpture “Love knows No Barriers”.
In later years Blv. Bitterwind came to specialize in a kind of art that
repurposed ordinary objects in new and meaningful ways. Blv.
Bitterwind felt that this served both a practical purpose, in recycling
what were often otherwise unwanted items, and a spiritual purpose in
demonstrating how the most mundane items can find an elevated
spiritual use. This of course was also a metaphor for how we too can
find new life in spirituality, no matter what our status or misadventure in
life have been. (Pictured: One of Lady Bitterwind’s artworks, entitled
“Fur on Fur, Heartache on Heartache” illustrating the role of death and
regeneration in Nature)
Blv. Bitterwind’s artwork was strongly spiritual. Frequent subjects were
the nature of Deity and the relationship between Deity and Humankind,
the cycle of Life and Death, and the relationship between Life and
Death.
For many years Blv. Bitterwind’s artwork was extremely popular in the Correllian Tradition as
well as in central Illinois, where she was a fixture at local art shows and metaphysical stores.
Advancing age and declining health caused her to stop doing artwork for several years, but the
creative urge is not easily denied and Blv. Bitterwind returned to producing artwork in the last

years of her life. Many pieces of Blv. Bitterwind’s art has been
presented as gifts to Lustration hosts or to Temple Heads. To see
more of Lady Bidderwind’s artwork go to www.correllian.com and
find her under Bio.
After retiring as First Elder Blv. Bitterwind was succeeded by Rt.
Rev. Ser Ed Correll (2011), who in turn was succeeded by Rt. Rev.
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Stephanie Leon Neal (2012). When Lady Stephanie was acclaimed as First Priestess she was
succeeded as First Elder by Blv. Windy Lajoie (2012). After Blv. Windy’s death in 2012 Ser Ed
Correll returned to the office of First Elder until he found a successor in Rt. Rev. Alyssa Kemp
in 2020. (Pictured: Three former First Elders of the Correllian Tradition, L to R: Rev. Stephanie
Leon Neal, Rev. Ed Hubbard, and Rev. Bitterwind, at the Lustration of the Ancestors for Year
14 Aq.)
Though rarely ever used, Blv. Bitterwind’s full formal titulary was as follows: Her Excellency
the Right Reverend Virginia Bitterwind Smith, First Elder of the Correllian Tradition, Elder and
Arch Priestess, High Priestess, Princess of House and Faith.
Blv. Virginia ‘Bitterwind’ Smith’s lineage in the Correllian Tradition is thus: Blv. Virginia
‘Bitterwind’ Smith is the initiate of Rev. Krystel High-Correll, Rev. Krystel High-Correll is the
initiate of Blv. LaVeda Lewis-Highcorrell, Blv. LaVeda Lewis-Highcorrell is the initiate of Blv.
Mable High Correll, Blv. Mable High Correll is the initiate of Blv. Caroline High Correll who is
the founder of the Correllian Tradition.

Blv. Karla Summers - Former Witchschool Dean of Mentors

Blv. Karla Summers joined the Ancestors on February 9, 2018/Year 18 Aq. Blv. Karla served as
worldwide Dean of Mentors for Witch School from 2004-2009/Year 4-9 Aq.
Rev. Karla Summers retired as Dean of Mentors in 2009/Year 9 Aq. but
remained a dedicated Correllian Priestess and a highly valued member of
the Correllian Tradition as well as Witch School. Although she no longer
headed a group, Rev. Karla remained a member of the Witan Council as a
“Notable Member of the Tradition”.  (Pictured: Rev. Karla Summers, HP)
Loved by students and administration alike, Rev. Karla Summers served for
years as Dean of Mentors for Witchschool.com, and Head of the Circle of
Friends Personal Shrine. As Dean of Mentors Rev. Karla was one of the
principle people responsible for online Correllian training through

Witchschool.com, and her very hard work in this
capacity was and is much appreciated. (Pictured: Rev. Karla speaks at the
Witch School Conference in Year 5 Aq.)
The Rev. Karla had this to say about herself: “I was born in Tracy
Minnesota in Oct of 1560 Pisces (1960 AD). I am a single mother of 2
grown boys. I found at a young age that I had a gift of being able to see
into the past and into the future. At the time it scared me so I worked very
hard at making it go away. Now I am working even harder at bringing it
back. I have been with Witchschool and the Tradition since Year 1
Aquarius (2001 AD). Before I found WS and the Correllian Tradition I
tried to find my way alone and by joining a couple of groups around the
area but nothing really helped me along my path until I came across the
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Correllian Tradition and found WS. I am now the Dean of Mentors for
WS. I took over the position in March of 05 before then I was assistant
Dean of Mentors and ran our CWC101 group. I have obtained my 2nd
degree clergy status and hope to have my 3rd degree status very soon. I
run a small Witan Shrine called Circle of Friends Witan Shrine out of
Box Elder South Dakota. It is a family shrine that focuses on learning
the craft through the Tradition, and using your spirituality to help you
instead of turning from it when you need it most. We also put an
emphasis on family spirituality; that is, learning to celebrate your
spirituality as a family and practicing the craft as a family instead of as
an individual.” (Pictured: Lady Karla’s Witan Banner, bearing her
personal Sigil)
To learn more about the Heraldry of the Correllian Witan and High Priesthood visit
www.correllian.com.
Blv. Karla’s lineage in the Correllian Tradition is thus: Blv. Karla Summers is the initiate of
Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell, Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell is the initiate of Rev. Krystel
High-Correll, Rev. Krystel High-Correll is the initiate of Blv. LaVeda Lewis-Highcorrell, Blv.
LaVeda Lewis-Highcorrell is the initiate of Blv. Mable High Correll, Blv. Mable High Correll is
the initiate of Blv. Caroline High Correll who is the founder of the Correllian Tradition.

Blv. Windy Lajoie - July 16, ‘47 Pi. - August 1, 18 Aq.

Her Excellency Rt. Rev. Windy Lajoie, AP CCE, was a First Elder of the
Correllian Tradition, serving in this capacity from New Year’s Day 16 Aq.
through her passing on Lammas, 18 Aq.
Blv. Lady Windy was deeply loved by friends, students, and all who knew her,
and will be deeply missed. Arch Priestess Windy was a wonderful friend, a
dedicated Mentor, a conscientious and caring Spiritual Leader, and an important
part of the lives of thousands of people, Correllian and non-Correllian alike.
(Pictured: Blv. Windy presiding as First Elder during the investiture ceremony
for First Priestess Stephanie Neal in Year 16 Aq.)
Blv. Lady Windy was born Windy Noonan on July 16, 1947
AD (1547 Pi.). She and her husband Johnathan Lajoie were
married for forty-five years. They had three sons: Dalton

Lajoie (and wife Robin); Christopher Lajoie (and wife Virginia Bailey);
Jeremy Lajoie (and wife Melissa of Sutton).
Blv. Lady Windy achieved her Third Degree on September 2, 2005, one of
the First Correllian High Priesthood trained using standardized materials.
Lady Windy was acclaimed an Arch Priestess and Elder of the Correllian
Tradition on April 23, 2011. (Pictured: Blv. Arch Priestess Windy Lajoie
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visits Under The Hill, the original seat of the Correllian Tradition, for the creation of a Crystal
Webmaster Access point in Year 15 Aq.)
On January 1, 2016 Arch Priestess Windy was acclaimed First Elder of the Correllian Tradition.

In addition to being First Elder of the Correllian Tradition, Arch Priestess
Windy also served as Dean of Mentors and Dean of Students at Witch
School, the Seminary of the Correllian Tradition. Arch Priestess Windy
was also the Head of the Correllian Membership Office, as well as the
Shrine Keeper for the Shrine of the Hooded Crone, and the Head of the
Order of Web Weavers, Head of the Order of Recovering Correllians, and
Head of the Order of the House of Survivors. (Pictured: Blv. Windy Lajoie
as a young woman)
Blv. Lady Windy was also noted for possessing the largest private collection
of artwork by Retired First Elder Lady Bitterwind.

Blv. Windy Lajoie passed into Spirit on Lammas of Year 18 Aq., after a battle with pneumonia.
In respect for Blv. Windy, the Tradition observed a six-month period of official mourning. This
was the first time in twenty-nine years that a Correllian Elder had died or an official mourning
period had been observed. Blv. Windy received a formal Correllian funeral service for her
family presided over by Arch Priestess Alyssa Maxon Kemp, as well as a larger memorial
service the following month.
Hail unto you, Arch Priestess Windy, as you take your seat among
the Beloved Ancestors. Though you are gone from us, yet you
remain with us. May you be blessed by all hearts! (Pictured: Blv.
Windy Lajoie being presented with her Heraldic Banner by Arch
Priestess Alyssa Maxon Kemp in 14 Aq. The Banner shows Arch
Priestess Windy’s vision symbol surrounded by the Witan Collar,
Elder’s Collar and Coronet.)
Blv. Windy’s lineage in the Correllian Tradition is thus: Rev. Windy
Lajoie is the initiate of Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell, Rev. Donald
Lewis-Highcorrell is the initiate of Rev. Krystel High-Correll, Rev.
Krystel High-Correll is the initiate of Blv. LaVeda
Lewis-Highcorrell, Blv. LaVeda Lewis-Highcorrell is the initiate of Blv. Mable High Correll,
Blv. Mable High Correll is the initiate of Blv. Caroline High Correll who is the founder of the
Correllian Tradition.
Though rarely used outside of the most formal situations, Blv. Windy’s full titulary is: Her
Excellency the Right Reverend Windy Lajoie, First Elder of the Correllian Tradition, Arch
Priestess and Elder, Princess of the Faith, Head of the Shrine of the Hooded Crone, Head of the
Order of Web Weavers, the Order of the House of Survivors, and the Order of Recovering
Correllians.
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Blv. Abby Willowroot
Beloved Rev. Abby Willowroot, also known as Abby Perkins, was a
revered Wiccan Priestess, Pagan leader, and a well-known artist and
jeweller. The Beloved Abby passed away on the morning of August 4,
2018.
Blv. Abby had a number of Tradition affiliations, including a long
association with the Correllian Tradition in which she had held the
standing of High Priestess since 2004.
Blv. Abby is the founder of the Spiral Goddess Grove
(SpiralGoddess.com), est. 1997, dedicated to Goddess Spirituality for

people of all paths. Blv. Abby contributed several pieces outlining her philosophy to the
Common Book of Wicca and Witchcraft. (Pictured: Blv. Abby Willowroot visits Rev. Don at
the World of Witches Museum in Salem MA, Year 12 Aq.)
Blv. Abby’s father was the famous artist Charles M. Kerins, who introduced her to art early in
life. Blv. Abby became a skilled jeweller and sculptor, creating
Goddess-centered art and jewelry beginning in the early 1970s.
The first piece of jewelry Blv. Abby ever made was an Ankh, in
1967. Nine pieces of Blv. Abby’s jewelry in silver and porcelain
were chosen for permanent display at the Smithsonian Institute
as part of their Women’s History Collections. Blv. Abby is the
creator of the iconic “Spiral Goddess” image widely used in the
contemporary Pagan community. (Pictured: Blv. Abby
Willowroot with Ed Hubbard and Rev. Don during the 21st
Century Pagan Leadership)
Blv. Abby took part in the Twenty-First Century Pagan Leadership Conference where she urged
contemporary Pagans to avoid infighting and needless divisions which she feared could derail
the movement by sapping its energy and splintering its numbers.
Perhaps Blv. Abby’s most significant accomplishment was the Goddess 2000 Project, which
began in 1997. The Goddess 2000 Project was a Goddess-themed community art project aimed
at creating “A Goddess on Every Block”. Not limited to any one Tradition, the Goddess 2000
Project was focused solely on the creation of Goddess-themed artwork by anyone who wished
to participate. This allowed people from many different Traditions to work together, breaking
down many barriers. By focusing solely on the artwork and the simple message of honoring the

Goddess, Blv. Abby was able to get people to work together despite strong
differences which had otherwise divided them. Rev. Ed Hubbard was
Regional Coordinator for the Goddess 2000 Project, which became an
inspiration for the creation of Witch School, Pagans Tonight Radio
Network, and Magick TV.
Blv. Abby is also the founder of Willowroot’s Real Magic Wands
(WillowrootWands.com), a company that creates magic wands for
real-world practitioners crafted to jeweler's standards. Willowroot’s Magic
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Wands are works of art designed by a world class artist. (Pictured: Blv. Abby Willowroot with
Rev. Don at the Willowroot Real Magic Wand Factory in Year 4 Aq.)
Blv. Abby leaves an inspiring legacy of accessibility and unity. Through her work Blv. Abby
showed that Pagans of all kinds could work together toward common goals, regardless of
differing Tradition affiliations. Through her work Blv. Abby overcame deep divisions and long
standing bad feelings to show us what our community can be, when we are willing to work
together for the common good. The functional part of the Pagan community owes a huge and
largely unacknowledged debt to Blv. Abby Willowroot and her work. Blv. Abby was deeply
loved by family and friends, and by the community that she had served since the 1960s. May
she be blessed and remembered always.
Blv. Abby’s lineage in the Correllian Tradition is thus: Rev. Abby Willowroot is the initiate of
Rev. Ed Hubbard Correll, Rev. Ed Hubbard Correll is the initiate of Rev. Donald
Lewis-Highcorrell, Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell is the initiate of Rev. Krystel High-Correll,
Rev. Krystel High-Correll is the initiate of Blv. LaVeda Lewis-Highcorrell, Blv. LaVeda
Lewis-Highcorrell is the initiate of Blv. Mable High Correll, Blv. Mable High Correll is the
initiate of Blv. Caroline High Correll who is the founder of the Correllian Tradition.

Lord Príncipe Therión de Fira (1944-2017) - By Rt. Rev. Eblis Z. Solaris

Rev. Príncipe Therión de Fira, HP, born in Venezuela, on
July 30, 1944, under the zodiacal sign of Leo of which he
was a worthy and proud representative, sociable and of
many friends, said of his own magical name: “I took my
name inspired by the ancient island of Thera, present
Santorini (Greece). I have dreamed about this island for a
long time. The natives were called Theriones.” Bachelor
and Doctor in Education, specialized in Research and
Educational Planning, by the Central University of
Venezuela (UCV). Loving Father and Grandfather.
(Pictured: Rev. Hazsoly Marquez, Lord Príncipe Therión,
Rev. Samantha Blanco and Rev. Oscar Porras)

Studious and passionate about all history, although with a marked
predilection for the History of Ancient Greece, Therión always found a
moment from his earliest youth to read and learn; and later to instruct others,
since he was a teacher of formation and vocation. He liked to spend his free
time in the kitchen or translating texts that could serve other people, those
were some of his greatest passions and activities. He spoke fluent Spanish,
his mother tongue, and also French, since he lived in France from 1971 to
1974 while doing his university studies. In spite of not having formal
studies of the English language, Therión did a great work of translation,
being autodidactic he learned this language almost by himself.
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Therión was an assiduous observer of the sky and the stars, he enjoyed them very much and
always asked desires to the shooting stars. Excellent conversationalist, and best writer, he is
famous among his friends for his long letters and communications. Lover of his native
Venezuela, and always affectionate with his beloved Caracas, he was very enthusiastic about the
history, customs and nature of his country, of which he shared enough whenever the occasion
permitted. As a young adventurer, he enjoyed spending time in communion with nature, on
walks and hikes. He loved all animals, particularly dogs and cats. With a good tooth and a
good palate, he will always be remembered for his good taste in the kitchen, another of his great
passions, both when it comes to cooking and being the host, and when he was the guest too.
Therión was blessed with the experience in this life of being able to be a father, and grandfather,
and he did it affectionately always the best he could. He enjoyed classical music a lot, and it
was easy to find him listening to classical pieces while working. Also a movie lover, he
enjoyed movies of all times, whether classic or contemporary.
He came to Correllian Nativist Wicca in 2006 when he trained with Rev. Samantha Blanco,
completing his First Degree and Initiating in November
2007. From 2008 onwards he continued his training at
WitchSchool, where he was a Lifetime Member, with Lord
Eblis Z. Solaris Pendragon as Mentor in the Subsequent
degrees, and with whom he ended up completing his Third
Degree and Initiating in May 2015, thus becoming the first
Correllian High Priest in Venezuela. Therión always
distinguished in being both an extraordinary student and an
extraordinary Mentor. (Pictured: Lord Therión and Rev.
Hazsoly Marquez, one of his Initiated Priestesses)
Principe Therión de Fira was very passionate about teaching and his ministerial vocation was
focused and always based on it. He was also a great host, who very much enjoyed the visit of
family and friends, and study sessions or group work. In fact, we can assure that the study
groups, and generations of students, whom he affectionately called his “cohorts”, occupied most
of his time and energy, and over the years they were very numerous. All of them benefited from
his work as a translator and as a mentor, with whom he shared his enthusiasm, interest and
knowledge not only in Wicca and Correllian Wicca, but in many of the topics that were of his
great interest and specialization: the tarot, magickal cooking, astrology, the world of fairies,
herbs, astral travel, magick, among others.

Príncipe Therión de Fira argued that a magician is not only
made with the theory studied, but that we should be
practitioners, live by experimentation, and not be library
witches. Because the true magician is made according to his or
her practice, exercising with spells and rituals, practicing
divination, observing nature, analyzing each cycle, meditating
and dreaming, and observing the world around. (Pictured: Lord
Príncipe Therión greatly enjoyed the time he could spend
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studying and practicing, and then sharing that knowledge, reflections and experiences with his
students and friends.)
He defined himself with these words: “I am a retired teacher who has
been able to devote himself to these studies, to Wiccan thought and
philosophy, as well as to magick. The magical world has been a
permanent interest in me since I was a teenager, so I’ve been a
magical practitioner and studious for a long time, but the Correllian
approach has allowed me to see things with structure, something I
had a peremptory need: structure of knowledge.”
It must be highlighted that Príncipe Therión de Fira worked very hard over the years as a
translator of:
● First Degree Lessons in Correllian Wicca
● The Five Mystic Secrets
● Correllian Philosophy
● Correllian Ministry
● Second Degree Lessons in Correllian Wicca
● Rituals in Theory and Practice
● Spells for the Second Degree
● Correllian Regalia
● Third Degree Lessons in Correllian Wicca
● Dedication and Initiation Rituals (First, Second and Third Degree) in Correllian Wicca
● Book of Meanings for the Hekate Tarot of Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell
● Witchschool International Mentor Training Manual
● Various Materials on the Houses of the Order of World Walkers
● Magickal Cooking
● The Realms of the Fae

His constant work for the Spanish-speaking community, and for the
Tradition, earned him the merit of three awards:
● Order of the Iron Pentacle, 27 September, 2014
● The Chancellors Special Service Award, 24 April, 2015

● Order of the Golden Wand, 16 April, 2016

In addition, Lord Therion was a designer and creator of complete
courses that were always available to anyone who was interested in
learning self-knowledge and personal growth through magic. The
value of Therion’s work in these areas was always recognized by
various pagan Traditions present in Venezuela. Some of these courses
are:
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● Masters of the Elements
● Mastery of Air
● Mastery of Fire
● Mastery of Water
● Mastery of Earth
● Mastery of the Spirit
● Mastery of Divination
● Mastery of Rituals

In his desire to share and help other people in their spiritual
and magical formation, and thanks to the internet and the new
technologies with which he always tried to help himself,
Principe Therion had a very active life in social networks,
which led him to know Witches throughout Venezuela and all
around the world, with whom nurtured beautiful friendships.
He also managed different groups, with diverse themes and
subjects, some of which are still very active today and all
undoubtedly laid the foundations of the current neo-pagan
community in Venezuela. The most outstanding of these

groups:

● Pasión y Mythoeia Wicca (MSN Groups / This was one of his first groups!)
● Amigos de la Astrología (On Astrology)
● Wicca en la Cocina (On Magickal Cooking)
● Hermandad del Anillo de las Hadas (On the Faerie World)
● Templo Tierra de Gracia (Shrine / Temple)
● Círculo de Estudios Morrigan (Study Group)
● Círculo de Estudios Arianrhod (Study Group)

Always in a natural, very organic way, from these groups came the
people with whom Therion enjoyed so much celebrating Sabbats, Esbats

and Rites of Passage - celebrations always
accompanied by a good meal, as well as
the well-deserved time for oracles and
divination! In the celebrations, the house of Therion, which
became the Shrine and the Temple, was always full of people
willing to enjoy both the host and the event itself. Therión loved
to welcome his students and friends in his house, enjoying both
the host and the event itself. Therión loved to welcome his
students and friends in his house, enjoying long after-hours, and

organizing evenings full of activities in which it was common to stay up late! It was also very
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common before a celebration that a couple students came to his house to help him cook the
feast.

Although he enjoyed the meetings in his house, it was also
common to find Therión visiting and participating in public
events, such as Pagan Pride Day in Venezuela recently, and
many years ago performing rituals and practices in public
open spaces, in public parks, gardens, the mountains, or the
beach, because he was a man who enjoyed very much
contact with nature. He always told anecdotes of his
excursions in the Parque de las Brujas, the Colonia Tovar,
the Botanical Garden of the Central University of
Venezuela, the Tierra de Nadie of the campus of the same
UCV, and a long etcetera, as Therión enjoyed whenever he
could to move and travel through the great biodiversity of the beautiful Venezuela.
On his Mission in life, Therion affirmed: “I share the ideas of Rev. Don, that knowledge is not

to be accumulated or hidden, but to dispense it to all who seek it.
It is my desire, and my dedication is oriented to continue with my
vocation as a teacher, planner and researcher of education, at the
service of the Wiccan cause, in this case under the Correlliansim
star. I worked in something very similar during my 35 years of
professional career and now that I am retired, I keep doing that
which I like so much.”

LORD DON’S CORNER
By M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell

Greetings all,
June has been a very busy month! Here in Jacksonville June has
seen the first major gatherings since the coming of Covid, with
many notable Correllians coming into town for events. It has been
wonderful to be able to get together with people again and see
people in person who we have not been able to see for so many
months!

The beginning of the month saw the Third Degree elevation of Rev
Stacey Blair at Compassion League Temple on Memorial Day weekend. Rev Stacey, editor of
the Correllian Times among other things, came into town from her home in Michigan for the
elevation. It was wonderful to get to meet Rev Stacey and her party after working with her so
long! Rt Rev Ser Angela Munn of Compassion League Temple held a lovely reception for
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Stacey following the elevation. The reception was well attended by the local Jacksonville
Correllian community and Rev Pam Griffith and Rev Silas Mimir also came in from out of
town.

Then on June 5 Rt Rev Ser Angela Munn of Compassion League Temple hosted a
reception for Rev Judy Hamilton of Forest Gleann Temple. Rev July Hamilton and her husband
Rev Scott Gilreath came into Jacksonville as part of a larger trip. It was delightful to get to see
them and spend a little bit of time with them, as well as everyone who came out to see them!

Then on June 11 Rt Rev Ser Laurie Denman of Chosen Path hosted a reception for First
Priestess M Rev Stephanie Neal and her husband Rt Rev Ser Mike Neal. This was Lady
Stephanie and Ser Mike’s first trip in fifteen months, and we were honored that they chose to
come here for their first outing. Although we have obviously been in contact continually
throughout Covid, it was great to get to see Lady Stephanie and Ser Mike in person after so
long! Many local Correllians from Chosen Path and Compassion League Temples came out to
see Lady Stephanie and Ser Mike as well. It was a wonderful evening that culminated in a
surprise birthday party for me.

Then on June 12 Chosen Path held a dedication for their new Temple space. Led by
Temple Head Rt Rev Ser Laurie Denman this was the first public ritual in the new space and
used both the Temple Room and the Fire Pit. An important part of the ceremony involved
burning unused architectural plans for earlier iterations of the Temple and offering blessings for
the new Temple space. This was followed by a New Moon ceremony led by Rev Cher Davis.

All in all a very busy and very enjoyable month! It gives me great pleasure to see how
our Tradition has developed over the years -to see so many active Temples in so many places,
so many wonderful people doing so many things! Truly, this is what it is all about.

Recently someone paid me a great compliment by describing me as ‘the man who makes
all this happen,’ but I had to point out that while flattering this is not true. No one person could
do what we as a Tradition are doing, it is the work of very many people all of whom deserve to
be seen and respected. None of this would have ever been possible without everyone doing all
that they do, whether it is our wonderful First Priestess Rt Rev Stephanie Neal, Rt Rev Ser Ed
Hubbard doing CEM Broadcasting, Paladins, marketing, and so many other things, Rt Rev Ser
Laurie Denman and Rev Lori Blackman and all of our wonderful Mentors keeping Witch
School our seminary going strong, Rt Rev Ser Mike Neal in the CNT Fundraising Office, Rev
Stacey Blair doing the Correllian Times, all of the wonderful people doing video outreach such
as Virtual Circle, Tea Thyme With Mother And Crone, the Casual Show with The Fluff, and all
our many video offerings, our Correllian publishing team currently working on the Infinite
Tarot which expands the visual scripture that is Tarot to reflect our views of infinite potentiality,
and so many more people doing important and interesting things that I don’t have room to name
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them all here! Without these people there would be nothing here -but as it is there is a vibrant
and all-embracing Tradition spread across the globe!

So to all those in our Tradition who are doing such great things including the many I have
not named - thank you so much! And even if you do not think of yourself as doing great things,
understand that every person who grows spiritually and increases their spiritual understanding
and abilities is vital to building the bright future we are all working to create! Everyone who
makes themselves better, even in small ways, makes a better world for all of us. So all of us,
whether we are doing some high profile job or whether our focus is on working on becoming
more spiritual ourselves, are the people who make everything happen! Be proud of your role in
building a better world and keep going forward and indeed that better world will come!

Blessings to all!

M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell
First Priest and Chancellor, Correllian Tradition
Vox Correllianus, Apu Tanglaw Liwanag, Member Triad Union
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LADY STEPHANIE’S CORNER - ARTWORK

By Stephanie Leon Neal

“Every living thing has a purpose.”

Love and Light,
Rev. Stephanie Neal
Correllian.com
StephanieLeonNeal.com
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TEA THYME WITH MOTHER & CRONE

By: Rev. Ser Mylinda Whiteley

Have you caught an episode of our weekly show Tea Thyme with
Mother & Crone yet? If not, you are missing out! We offer a unique
perspective on all things pagan and witchy. My fancy name is Rev.
Ser Mylind� Whitele� but Mylinda is just fine. I am the ‘Mother’ of
the show. Then I have my lovely counterpart and friend, Lad�
Pamel� M�wel� Griffit�, or Pam, who makes up the ‘Crone’ aspect
of our show. We discuss the magickal and medicinal benefits of

various herbs/flowers as it pertains to not only tea but also other applications as well. We
discuss different topics each week that relate to paganism, magick and all things witchy. We
bring a unique perspective as we approach subjects as a duo (sometimes with similar views and
sometimes with different views) and almost nothing is off limits.

We have a weekly giveaway where you can listen for the keyword in each show and have a
chance to win Tea Thyme with Mother & Crone merchandise! All you have to do is like our
Facebook page, Tea Thyme with Mother & Crone, and subscribe to our YouTube channel (same
name). Then, email the keyword to teathymemc@gmail.com for a chance to win. If there is
more than one submission, we will put all names in a spin wheel for a random drawing.

We want to hear from you! If there is a special tea, herb, or topic that you’d like us to discuss,
message our Facebook page or email us.

Rev. Ser Mylinda Whiteley AKA Mother Lady Pamela Maxwell Griffith AKA Crone
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Thyme Tea Recipe
This is a simple recipe that is delicious! Simply add 8 to 10 sprigs of fresh thyme to a cup, pour
boiling water over, steep for 5 minutes and enjoy!! Thyme is beneficial for sore throats and
digestion issues.

Facebook: Tea Thyme with Mother & Crone - https://www.facebook.com/TeaThymeMC

YouTube: Tea Thyme with Mother & Crone -
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtnBrRJz7lqktBOz3SrzpNw

Email: teathymemc@gmail.com

You can also find us on iTunes, Spotify and other podcast platforms under “Witch School”
along with other amazing shows.

Thank you all for your continued support!

THE MEN’S GREEN TENT: FELLOWSHIP

By Rev. Ser Chad Blackman

Greetings! I just returned from a Pagan event called Three Gates Gathering
in Missouri. While the trip was a bit tiresome and the weather too hot to
mention, I did find something in the rewards section of this endeavor. There
was much fellowship in this great event. People I already knew and people I
just met came together to talk, share and learn together. This melding of
experience, knowledge and general fun came as a surprise to me. You might

ask why it was such a surprise to me. It comes from my experience in many pagan venues
when we have a separation of people by views or ideology. Often there is quite a noticeable
division between the many peoples in such events. This was not the case with Three Gates
Gathering. We had authors, artists, crafters, teachers, clergy and many others contributing to a
weekend of abundance. It was something I hadn’t seen or felt in a long time. With our world
being in such divisive times, it was quite a refreshing experience. We all got back to the
grassroots of who we are and why we do the things we do in service to others. Service, that’s
quite a large word when we consider the implications and responsibilities behind it. Yet, it all
boiled down again to simple acceptance and understanding with the fellowship of all at the
event. By the end of the weekend, old friends and new ones felt like family. I feel sometimes
in the midst of life’s strife we often forget that good plain fellowship can be a powerful ally in
making good connections and even forging older ones. Again, I say to you all, keep the path
and stay strong.  Until next time, Blessed Be.
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THE WOMEN’S RED TENT

By Rev. Pamela Griffith, HPS

It’s summertime and the feeling is fine!! This is the time of the
Mother and her growing into the Crone in the fall.

In this month’s topic I want to reach out to all you lovely ladies
and maybe have you expand your worlds.

The saying that it takes a village to raise a child has many meanings. One that is generally
missed is that the women in the village all raise the child in their tribe. It is a group effort. All
the women come together and lend support, advise, and nurture the younger women on the
ways of life. But it is done as a tribe.

Who are your tribe?? Good question, can you name them??

I moved here to Florida in 2015 after living most of my life in Baltimore MD. I left my tribe
there and moved to a whole new life and experience. I lived in Leesburg for 2 years then moved
to St. Petersburg. But I really did not realize that I lost my tribe and hadn’t really forged a new
one, or so I thought!!

My tribe was all within driving distance in Baltimore. Friends I had known for years, school
mates, friends of the parents that my kids went to school with, co-workers, you know the basic
tribe.

I moved to Leesburg, I was invited to Jacksonville to Lady Angela’s for a ritual and had a blast.
I then went to a few more and I felt at ‘home’. I moved to St. Pete and it’s a little farther, but I
still made the occasional trek out to Jax. I started to gain a few more friends on the CCF zoom
group and expanded my little circle.

We had an event that threw all of us for a loop a few weeks ago. It hit me rather hard as I did
not have my tribe, my fallback friends, but wait who is my tribe???

I found out rather quickly who they are and
why they are my tribe. I literally picked up
my phone after 10pm and made that call. I
reached out to someone who I admired and
trusted. I called and she not only answered
but was there for me and just to hear that
voice say it’s ok to call me if you need me
any time. That is my Tribe. I’ve never met
her in person, but we have zoomed for a
whole year. I’ve talked on the phone with
her, and I zoomed with her, I even had rituals
with her on zoom. Rev Corri was there to just
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let me say what I needed to. To comfort me when I thought I was tribeless. She had nothing to
gain but all to give to me. That is my tribe. We all came together to help another of our tribe
with a life changing event. She reached out and because we were there for her, she was able to
focus on what she needed to do. That is my Tribe.

After things calmed down and I again zipped to Jax I started thinking about that. As a Crone it
might look like we have all the answers, ah NOT. I had to re-evaluate my thinking of what a
tribe is today.

In the past it was the friend you could just call or drop in on down the street. But with all that
has happened this year that isn’t always possible. So, who is my Tribe?

Well, it’s the awesome people you do zoom with, the friends across the state or even in another
state that you can just call anytime. It’s who you have made connections with.

I work about 10-12 hours a day at work. I come home and eat, do a few things and go to bed to
repeat for the next 4 days. The weekends are short so you fill those two days with as much as
you can. With the pandemic travel was restricted to a point so I didn’t go out as much. I didn’t
really think about my tribe and who they were. I had grown comfortable with it just being me
and occasionally a trip to friends in Jax. But BAM it happened and I felt alone and a little lost at
first but then it was, oh I can call...yes the light bulb finally came on.

Your tribe is who you depend on for anything. I just really needed to hear a friend’s voice
reassuring me that I was doing all I could to help.

During this pandemic we have not had the girl’s night outs or the meeting for shopping or really
many gatherings due to travel restrictions. So, what happens to our tribe?? If you reach out, you
will find out. Your tribe is there, you just need to feel part of it. You need to align yourself and
say this is my tribe. This is the group I need to be supportive of, this is the group I need to be a
part of.

My thoughts of who and what my tribe is has changed. My tribe are those who I can call
anytime, those who I just text ‘hey’ to, but most of all, they are those who are there for me
whenever I need them, but that has a catch, I need to reach out to them, or they will never know
I am a part of their tribe! And I need to be there for that call also. Just to listen, not judge, but
most of all to just be in the moment with them.

We need to cultivate those friendships. We need to build our tribe. The avenues may have
changed but the connections are still the same. Someone to share whatever with.

Yes, my tribe may have changed in the way I get in touch with them, but I know my tribe and I
know their names. And I am included in their tribe, too. This is the village that raised the child,
the tribe that fiercely guards those friendships, and works to forge those links and keep them
strong.
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I challenge everyone to find their tribe. Whether online, on zoom or on the phone or even in real
life touching distance. Find them, cherish them, they will get you through whatever you are
going through.

FIND YOUR TRIBE AND LET THEM KNOW.

THE RAINBOW TENT

by Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~

Welcome to the Rainbow Tent. All are welcome here. The monthly Zoom
chat is the 3rd Friday of Each month at 7pm EST. Join the Facebook group
for the link and to find out more information.
http://www.facebook.com/groups/rainbowtent

We hope you had a great Pride month! Be proud of who you are and everything that you have
accomplished!  Don’t let others dim your light.  You ARE valid!

KRYSTEL CAVALIERS -
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP ~

Glow in the Dark Slime

What a perfect craft for kids to enjoy both day and night!  You will need:

● 4 oz clear glue or 8 oz white glue
● ¼ cup liquid starch

● Neon food coloring
● Glitter
● Cups and craft sticks for mixing
● 2 tbsp Glow in the Dark Gel

To begin, pour the glue into a cup, add your food coloring and stir with a craft stick until you
get your desired color. Add in the glow in the dark gel. Mix in the liquid starch little by little,
mixing as you go until the desired consistency. If your slime is sticky, add more starch by
kneading it in for about 3 to 4 minutes. Add desired amount of glitter. Store the slime in an air
proof container or wrap in plastic wrap when not playing with it.
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WITCH SCHOOL HAPPENINGS

By Rev. Ser Laurie Denman High-Correll, Arch Priestess CCE, Dean of Students and Mentoring at WSI

Greetings Witch School Family,

I am happy to announce that Lord Don Lewis has written another class for
Supporting Members at WSI, BR101 Introduction to Runes. The course
is being released on July 1st. This course offers an introduction to the
Runes - what they are, their history, their meanings, and how to use them.
Each Rune is carefully explained and is presented with the beautiful
images created by Lord Don. I am extremely happy to also announce that
these unique images as cards are available for purchase through Correllian
Publishing via the link below. These cards can be utilized for Runic
Divination independently or by combining them with other card sets of the Infinite Tarot. The
Infinite Tarot’s foundational deck is the Tarot of Hekate. There is an in-depth course available
on this deck to all WSI members, TOH101 Tarot of Hekate.

Correllian Publishing Rune Cards

We hope our Supporting Students enjoy the new course. Keep an eye out for more to be

released in the coming months.

Blessed Be,

The Witch School Team

Main Witch School Site - www.witchschool.com

Witch School the Official Page on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/TheWitchSchool

Witch School International Facebook Group - https://www.facebook.com/groups/witchschool/

SO YOU WANNA BE A WITCH!

At Witch School, you will find a variety of courses to take on many different
Magical and Metaphysical subjects including, all the Degree Courses to become
Clergy of the Correllian Nativist Tradition of Wicca. Witch School offers Free
Basic Membership and Supporting Membership options.

So come fly on by and take a look at what Witch School has to offer.

www.witchschool.com
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TRADITION NEWS - T AROT OF HEKATE EXPANSION PACKS

Recently Correllian Publishing has released pre-orders for the Expansion packs for the Tarot of
Hekate featuring the artwork of M. Rev. Donald Lewis-HighCorrell, first priest and chancellor
of the Correllian Tradition. They can be used together with the Tarot of Hekate or as stand
alone decks. To pre-order your decks go to www.correllian-publishing.myshopify.com. We
have decided to feature in this edition the Ancestor Cards, but there are also the Rune Cards,
Astrology Cards, Numerology Cards and Muse Cards. The prices range from $20 to $30 for the
expansion packs and the original Tarot of Hekate is $49.99.

Tarot of Hekate $49.99 Ancestor Cards $20.00

Rune Cards $30.00 Astrology Cards $30.00

Numerology Cards $20.00 Muse Cards $20.00

Correllian Ancestor Cards

The Correllian Ancestor cards are for devotion or
divination. These cards are available to pre-order with
delivery ETA August 1st. This deck is designed to stand
alone or be used as an expansion pack for the Infinite Tarot.
The Ancestor Cards include Correllian Tradition Ancestors
Caroline High Correll, Mable High Correll, LaVeda
Lewis-Highcorrell, William I High, Frank High Correll,
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William II High Correll, Gloria High Correll, Virginia ‘Bitterwind’ Smith, Windy Lajoie, Karla
Summers, Virginia Powell, Ser Foxglove MacLeod, Dora High Correll, Dollie High Correll,
Linda Lewis-Highcorrell, Walter High Correll, and Louis High Correll, plus one card to
represent the Ancestors as a whole. Included is a QR code to download a virtual version of the
accompanying book explaining the significance of the cards. A special card is included with
easy instructions for downloading the book.

INITIATIONS
We are pleased to announce the following initiations of degree students! Congratulations to you
all, your hard work has paid off!! If you or someone you know is about to move up in the
Priesthood, send us the name and degree and we will gladly announce it.
correlliantimes@gmail.com.

Correllian Outer Court
● Aaron Duckels

Correllian First Degree Department
● Rev. Cristobal Abarca Lopez

Correllian Second Degree Department
●

Correllian Third Degree Department
● Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP ~
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CORRELLIAN TRIVIA

This month’s trivia question:

What Order focuses on peace through prayer, meditation, visualization,
Reiki, spell working, ritual, music, art, dance, and any positive energy
modalities, in peace and harmony, sending love?

Find out the answer in next month’s edition!

Last month’s trivia question:

I want to become a Correllian, where do I go to join?

Answer:

Join the Correllian Family! www.correllian.com, fill out the application under Outer Court
Application, copy and paste the entire application into an email and send it to the Correll
Mother Temple Records Office: Rt. Rev. Laurie Denman at RevLaurie@Witchschool.com and
cc DonLewisHP@aol.com.  There is no fee for the Outer Court Application.

TAROT AND ASTROLOGY

by Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~

Welcome to July! Have you already had your birthday? Is it coming up? Well here is a
Tarot spread that you can do for your birthday. This time, while shuffling the cards, focus only
on your birthday. This spread is only 3 cards. For this spread one, lay the cards down from left
to right. The first card will represent last year's birthday, what happened and how you felt. The
second card will represent this year’s birthday, what to expect and where your mind is. The
final card could reveal what lies ahead in the next year. If it shows an undesirable future event,
remember that we do have free will and the ability to change this. This spread was brought to
you from The Tarot Guru (Http://thetarot.guru).

Welcome to Astrology for July! There are several events in July to be aware of in the
stars. Beginning on the 11th, Mercury will enter Cancer. When Mercury is in Cancer, we move
from the desire for quantity to the need for quality in terms of the information we are attracted
to. We think, speak, and take in information on a deeper, more instinctive level now. Ten days
later on the 21st of July, Venus enters Virgo. This is a time when we express our love through
practical means and gestures–running errands, doing detailed work, or just being there for our
lovers. Love needs to make sense and have a purpose with Venus in Virgo. The very next day,
July 22nd, The Sun enters Leo. In Leo, the Sun is proud, outgoing, and playful. The Leo Sun is
intensely individual—not content with simply being just one of the team. It’s time to shine, add
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a touch of color and drama to our lives, and perform. Mercury doesn’t stay in Cancer very long,
and quickly moves right into Leo on July 27th. When Mercury is in Leo, our thinking is more
confident and grand. The focus is now on the goal–and the more grand a goal the better! We are
more expressive, even theatrical and given to speech-giving and story-telling under this
influence. Jupiter had moved on to the sign of Pisces, but in retrograde motion, now returns to
the sign of Aquarius on July 28th. In Aquarius, Jupiter expands our awareness of our place in
the community and the needs of all. Jupiter in Aquarius encourages fairness, impartiality,
individuality, and humanitarianism. We reap rewards through being more inclusive and just.
We’re opening our minds to progress. We end July on the 29th with Mars entering Virgo. In
Virgo, Mars is somewhat of a workhorse. We have a passion for details, as well as a need to do
the right thing at just the right time under this influence. The satisfaction of a job well done is
one of your greatest incentives now. We are more precise and concerned about performance.
(Astrology brought to you from http://cafeastrology.com)

CRONE’S CORNER

By Rev. Pamela Maxwell Griffith HPS

Ahh summer is here. Litha opened in June and now we are getting hotter!!!

Whew in the south it’s heating up fast. The North is melting and warming
up.

This is the time of the Mother aspect. The Maiden has grown through the
spring into the Mother in summer.

The Mother is now raising her children and preparing herself for her travel into the Crone in the
fall. So, as she teaches, encourages, and raises her little witches we now see the circle of the
wheel move again.

Summertime is a time of outdoor play, learning how to navigate the world as it heats up and
moves through another year. Children are preparing for a whole new school year and some
maturing over the long hot summer.

What does this mean for us?? As the year matures, we are reminded again that we need to
mature with all that is happening around us.

The observation of this Crone says we might need to look a little closer at our shadow work.
This has been a tough year with the pandemic, political arena, cyber attacks and just plain trying
to survive.

Tempers have gotten a little shorter, patience wearing a little thin, perhaps we need to just take a
deep breath and look a little closer at the root of the issues rather than the aftermath.
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Shadow work is a part of who we are. There are as many forms as there are witches practicing
them. Find what works for you. Individual, a couple or even a group, any way that may work
for you. As the song goes: any way you want it that’s the way you need it!!

For those who have not worked it or who are still new to it, find a mentor. There are enough of
us to help even the most novice witch find their best way. And for you more experienced
witches, switch it up a little. I was honored to do a segment of Tea Thyme with Mother and
Crone with Rev Corri and she gave an absolutely fabulous way to do shadow work with
scrying. New concept and new idea for this old Crone!!

Yes, even I can learn a few new tricks. The idea here is to see things from a new or different
perspective. Seeing something differently can give you a better insight into the situation as well
as help you get through a situation. This last year has been one for sure. Now we are finally
getting back to a little more normalcy but don’t think for a minute that things will ever be the
same. It’s a new day and a whole new world. Time to expand our repertoire and add a few new
tricks in the old bag. What worked a few years ago may not have the same desired effect with
all the new changes to our world and your little part of it.

We’ve added zoom to everything, does it work for you?? Find out. Restrictions have been eased
up some so maybe we can get back to in person ritual, does that work for you?? Find out.

Let’s take this time of maturity and
look at what works, what doesn’t
and what we want to try. Breathe
deeply, clear your thoughts, and gain
back some of the patience that was
lost, or gain insight into what we
were blinded from seeing.

Let’s start to use the maturity of the
season and make some of those
mature decisions. Gain some
confidence and move forward. Be

mature about it, weigh your options, get counsel, but move forward. This world has changed,
it’s time for us to change with it.

Our path is never stagnant, it is a living energy that changes and grows, so too we must change
and grow. The old chant: everything she touches she changes, is now truer than ever before. We
are now experiencing new norms, new ideas, new ways of working and even speaking to our
loved ones. Our path teaches us that the only constant in life is change. Now we must embrace
that change, but we also need to weigh in on how the changes are affecting us and our families.

We are now in a world that seems to be a little more accepting of our path, but in your part of
the world things may not have changed so much. Now we need to start to make changes that we
need to grow and survive.
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There is a new phrase being used everywhere and it’s called Self Care. What is self-care??
Whatever you need to get through these times of change. Need to cancel going to an event to
get a little more down time or even shadow work time? Take it. When you are going through
your self-care what is it that you need to do to make sure you are the best you that you can be.

Do a little shadow work and find out what you need to do to grow and do it. There are so many
things that have changed this last year. We need time to process the changes and time to see
what the changes mean to us and our families. In times of change we may be unwilling to
accept the changes or maybe we are just not gonna change and must be dragged kicking and
screaming. Either way it will change regardless. So the mature attitude is to take the change and
see how we can be adaptive to the change.

So let us talk to the child within and mature them just enough to get through this and then go
cannonball in the pool.

MUSIC: A UDITORY ZEN - T HE PEACE WITHIN THE MUSIC
By Rev. Ser Eboni Nash

Music is a very prevalent part of our daily experience and it
also makes up some of our most fond memories in life. When
all the world around us is turbulent, filled with such toxic angst
and uncertainty, there’s always that one song or playlist that
brings our souls back to that “happy place” within. This is one
of the most powerful things about the magic of music.

So many things can get lost in translation when it comes to linguistics. It can be hard to create a
sustainable and solid connection with others when certain words, phrases, thoughts, or concepts
have no equivalent in someone's primary language. Music does not seem to possess this issue,
as there are multiple examples of songs that repeatedly reach across the spiritual aisle and bring
together many cultures and communities in ways words can limit.

One of the most famous examples of this is “We are the World” by the varying celebrity music
artists from around the globe. Another example is a song by the White Stripes called “Seven
Nation Army” which is often chanted in European soccer games and even in the venues of
Australian Football matches. Though the latter is not what many would call “peaceful” per say,
it brings together a multitude of people for a positive moment, a “happy place” within.

No matter what music you like, fast or slow, emotional or playful, there is a song that creates
that little piece of zen within the chaos of society today. I am so grateful that music and it’s
magic gives us all a sacred place to rest our weary souls. May the music and magic sustain you
always!!
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KITCHEN WITCHERY: SUMMER TURKEY BURGERS
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP ~

Ingredients:

Turkey Burgers -

1 tbsp extra virgin olive oil
1 minced sweet onion
2 minced garlic cloves
1 egg
½ cup chopped fresh parsley
½ tsp dried oregano
¼ tsp red pepper flakes
1 lb ground turkey
¾ cup bread crumbs
salt and freshly ground black pepper

Tzatziki Sauce -

1 cup Greek yogurt
½ diced cucumber
1 tbsp extra virgin olive oil
2 tbsp lemon juice
1 pinch garlic powder
salt and freshly ground black pepper

Burger Toppings -

4 hamburger buns
½ sliced red onion
8 lettuce leaves
2 sliced tomatoes
salt and freshly ground black pepper

In a skillet, heat the olive oil over medium heat adding the onion. Stir for 3 to 4 minutes and
add the garlic, stirring for another minute, turn off heat and allow to cool. In a bowl, mix the
onion mixture, egg, parsley, oregano, red pepper flakes and ground turkey. Slowly mix in bread
crumbs and season with salt and pepper. Preheat the oven to 375 F. Roll, mix into balls and
flatten into patties. Spray a skillet with non-stick cooking spray and sear patties 4 to 5 minutes
per side. Put the skillet into the oven and cook for 15 to 17 minutes more until burgers are fully
cooked. While burgers are in the oven mix the yogurt with the cucumber, olive oil, lemon juice
and garlic powder in a bowl. Season with salt and pepper and mix in the parsley. Remove
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burgers from the oven and place on buns then top with ¼ cup Tzatziki, 2 lettuce leaves, 2
tomato slices and a dash of salt and pepper.  Enjoy!

THE APOTHECARY

By Rev. Pamela Maxwell Griffith, HPS

There is still time to plant a few last-minute herbs this late into the season!!!

Zones 6 and 7

Zones 6 and 7 include the Pacific Northwest, the Midwest, and the Mid-Atlantic states. Mild
temperatures with late frost create optimal seasonal conditions for most vegetables in zones 6
and 7. But even still, waning light into the fall will be your growing caveat here. Plant arugula,
kale, and lettuces for a second (or even third) round. Most will mature for salads in late August
and early September. Traditionally enjoyed in spring, peas and radishes can also be given
another go, starting in July. And the bolting nature of parsley, dill and cilantro eases once the
heat of summer passes.  So try out these herbs, too, for dried spices all winter long.

● Arugula
● Beets
● Brussels sprouts
● Broccoli
● Cabbage
● Carrots
● Cilantro
● Dill
● Garlic
● Kale
● Lettuce
● Parsley
● Peas
● Radish
● Spinach (Vanderlinden, 2021)
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Dill

Anyone who loves ranch dressing knows the unique flavor of Dill. And Dill seeds have their
own unique flavor. A little bit of dill goes a long way and it is one of those herbs who lose
flavor the longer it is cooked, so drop it in at the last minute to retain that flavor.

Medicinal

Reduces Cholesterol

Antimicrobial Properties

Contains beneficial fatty acids

Antioxidant

Soothe Menstrual cramps

Epilepsy treatment

Natural insect repellent

Depression treatment

Magickal

Latin Name: Anethum graveolens

Folk Names: Dilly, Dill Weed, Garden Dill, Meeting House Seed

Gender of Dill: Masculine

Elements that Rule Dill: Fire

Planets that Rule Dill: Mercury
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Signs that Rule Dill: Gemini

Deities that Rule Dill: Hermes, Janus, Mercury, Anubis, Khensu

Chakras that work with Dill: Sacral, Third Eye

Dill’s Magickal Properties

● Attract Romance: Bathe with dill in your bathwater or in your shower to make yourself
irresistible.

● Dispel Bad Dreams: Hang a sprig of dill weed over your bed or stuff it inside of your
pillowcase to get rid of nightmares.

● Dispel Jealousy: Keeping dill on or around you will keep jealous, harmful, and hateful
people away from your location.

● Emotional Balance: Sniff the essential oil to help wade your way through tough
emotional times.

● Good Luck: Dust your wallet or purse (or slot machine) with a sprig to dust it with good
luck!

● Love + Romance Charms: Add any part of the plant to sachets and spells that deal with
love, lust, and romance.

● Love Potion: Add a few sprigs of fresh dill to a cooled drink to infuse it with the energies
of love.  You can also add dill tea to any drink to turn it into a love potion!

● Mental Balance: Sniff the essential oil to pull yourself back into logical reality.
● Money Attraction: Carry the weed on you to attract wealth.
● Protection: Hang a sprig of dill weed over a child’s bed or the doorframe of a house for

protection.
● Protection Carpet Sprinkle: Grind dill seeds or dry dill with baking soda and sea salt.

Sprinkle on your carpet and vacuum to remove harmful, unwanted energy from your
home.  (Moone, 2021)

Cilantro

Cilantro is a versatile herb that is
essential in many Mexican, Middle
Eastern, Indian, and Asian recipes. It
is almost always used fresh because it
doesn’t dry well. The herb has a
unique flavor that some love, but
others wish to avoid. You will often
find cilantro scattered on top of Indian
dishes. It’s frequently used in salsa in

Mexican cuisine and in Moroccan chermoula and Yemeni zhug.  (Meredith, 2021)
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Medicinal

Cilantro Benefits:

1. Rids the Body of Heavy Metals.
2. Protects Against Oxidative Stress.
3. Reduces Anxiety.
4. Lowers Blood Sugar Levels.
5. Supports Heart Health.
6. Prevents Urinary Tract Infections.
7. Settles Digestive Upset.
8. Protects Against Food Poisoning.
9. Supports Healthy Menstrual Function.
10.Prevents Neurological Inflammation.
11.May Help Protect Against Colon Cancer.
12.Soothes Skin Irritation.  (Link, 2021)

Magickal

Main Magickal Uses: Love

Other Magickal Uses: clairvoyance, divination, fertility, gain, health, healing, keeping secrets,
passion, peace, protection, retention, weddings

Planet: Mars...Energy, Masculine...Element: Fire

Used in love sachets and spells. Add the powdered seeds to warm wine to make a lust potion.
Protects gardeners and all in their households. Gather at harvest and hang in the home for
protection. The seeds promote peace between people who are unable to get along. Use it in
drinks or crushed in incense. Helps one find romance and is an excellent herb to add to an elixir
when the Great Rite is celebrated. Throw instead of rice at handfastings or add to the
handfasting cake.

In China, the herb was used in love potions since it was believed that cilantro/coriander had
aphrodisiac qualities. In fact, the classic book, 1001 Arabian Nights includes a tale of a
childless merchant who was cured by a potion containing coriander. The Chinese also believed
cilantro provided immortality.  (Pagans Journal.com, 2021)
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ARTS & CRAFTS

By Wolfstar Moondancer

Rune Crochet Along

Materials needed:
Hook size: H or 5mm
Yarn in 2 colors of your choice
Scissors
Tapestry needle

Row 1: Make starting chain of 27 in Main color, sc in 2nd ch from hook, continue to the end,
ch1 and turn your work (26 SC)

Row 2: sc 26 times in the Main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 3: sc 11 times in the Main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 11 times in the Main color in the
Main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 4: sc 10 times in Main color, sc 6 in second, sc 10 times in Main, ch 1 and turn

Row 5: sc 9 times in Main color, sc 8 in second color, sc 9 times in Main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 6: sc 8 in main color, sc 10 in second color, sc 8 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 7:sc 7 in main color, sc 12 in second color, sc 7 in main color, sc 7 in second color, , ch 1
and turn

Row 8:sc 6 in main color, sc 14 in second color, sc 6 in main color, ch 1 and turn
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Row 9: sc 5 in main color, sc 16 in second color, sc 5 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row10: sc 4 in main color, sc 18 in second color, sc 4 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 11: sc 3 in main color, sc 9 in second color, sc 2 in main color, sc 9 in second color, sc 3 in
main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 12: sc 3 in main color, sc 8 in second color, sc 4 in main color, sc 8 in second color, sc 3 in
main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 13: sc 3 in main color, sc 7 in second color, sc 6 in main color, sc 7 in second color, sc 3 in
main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 14: sc 3 in main color, sc 6 in second color, sc 8 in main color, sc 6 in second color, sc 3
in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 15: sc 3 in main color, sc 6 in second color, sc 8 in main color, sc 6 in second color, sc 3
in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row16: sc 3 in main color, sc 6 in second color, sc 8 in main color, sc 6 in second color, sc 3 in
main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 17: sc 3 in main color, sc 6 in second color, sc 8 in main color, sc 6 in second color, sc 3 in
main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 18:sc 3 in main color, sc 7 in second color, sc 6 in main color, sc 7 in second color, sc 3 in
main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 19:sc 3 in main color, sc 8 in second color, sc 4 in main color, sc 8 in second color, sc 3 in
main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 20: sc 3 in main color, sc 9 in second color, sc 2 in main color, sc 9 in second color, sc 3 in
main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 21:  sc 4 in main color, sc 18 in second color, sc 4 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 22: sc 5 in main color, sc 16 in second color, sc 5 in main color, ch 1 and turn
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Row 23: sc 6 in main color, sc 14 in second color, sc 6 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 24: sc 7 in main color, sc 12 in second color, sc 7 in main color, sc 7 in second color, , ch 1
and turn

Row 25: sc 8 in main color, sc 10 in second color, sc 8 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 26: sc 9 times in Main color, sc 8 in second color, sc 9 times in Main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 27:sc 10 times in Main color, sc 6 in second, sc 10 times in Main, ch 1 and turn

Row 28:sc 11 times in the Main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 11 times in the Main color in the
Main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 29: sc 26 times in the Main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 30:  sc 26 across in Main color

Row 31:  fasten off

Happy crafting!!!!

HEALTH

by Rev Pamela Maxwell Griffith HPS

Sarcoma is a type of cancer that can occur in various locations
in your body.
Sarcoma is the general term for a broad group of cancers that
begin in the bones and in the soft (also called connective)
tissues (soft tissue sarcoma). Soft tissue sarcoma forms in the
tissues that connect, support and surround other body structures.
This includes muscle, fat, blood vessels, nerves, tendons and
the lining of your joints.
There are more than 70 types of sarcoma. Treatment for

sarcoma varies depending on sarcoma type, location and other factors.  (MAYO Clinic, 2021)
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Symptoms
Signs and symptoms of sarcoma include:
● A lump that can be felt through the skin that may or may not be painful.
● Bone pain.
● A broken bone that happens unexpectedly, such as with a minor injury or no injury at all.
● Abdominal pain.
● Weight loss.

Causes
It’s not clear what causes most sarcomas.
In general, cancer forms when changes (mutations) happen in the DNA within cells. The DNA
inside a cell is packaged into a large number of individual genes, each of which contains a set of
instructions telling the cell what functions to perform, as well as how to grow and divide.
Mutations might tell cells to grow and divide uncontrollably and to continue living when
normal cells would die. If this happens, the accumulating abnormal cells can form a tumor.
Cells can break away and spread (metastisize) to other parts of the body.
Risk Factors
Factors that can increase the risk of sarcoma include:
● Inherited syndromes. Some syndromes that increase the risk of cancer can be passed

from parents to children. Examples of syndromes that increase the risk of sarcoma
include familial retinoblastoma and neurofibromatosis type 1.

● Radiation therapy for cancer. Radiation treatment for cancer increases the risk of
developing a sarcoma later.

● Chronic swelling (lymphedema). Lymphedema is swelling caused by a backup of lymph
fluid that occurs when the lymphatic system is blocked or damaged. It increases the risk
of a type of sarcoma called angiosarcoma.

● Exposure to chemicals. Certain chemicals, such as some industrial chemicals and
herbicides, can increase the risk of sarcoma that affects the liver.

● Exposure to viruses. The virus called human herpesvirus 8 can increase the risk of a type
of sarcoma called Kaposi’s sarcoma in people with weakened immune systems. (MAYO
Clinic, 2021)

HIV causes damage to your body. It starts by attacking
CD4 cells in your immune system. CD4 cells defend
against germs and infections. HIV attacks CD4 cells and
uses them to make more copies of the virus.
Pretty soon, the amount of virus in your body, your viral
load, goes up. And your CD4 count goes down. This
means you have fewer CD4 cells to help keep you from
getting sick.
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HIV vs AIDS
What’s the difference between HIV and Aids?  HIV is a virus and AIDS is a disease.
Left untreated, HIV can lead to infections, certain cancers, and eventually to AIDS. AIDS is
the final stage of HIV.
But it doesn’t have to happen. Watch the video below to see what HIV can do to your body.
And how HIV treatment can help the damage in your body.  (Help Stop the Virus.com, 2021)
HIV is found in blood, semen (cum), pre-seminal fluid (pre-cum), vaginal fluid, rectal fluid, and
breast milk. HIV spreads when one of these fluids from a person who has HIV enters the body
of a person who does not.  Some of the ways this can happen are through:
● Anal, oral, or vaginal sex
● Needles, syringes, or other injection equipment
● Pregnancy, childbirth, or breastfeeding
● Small amounts of blood spread during deep kissing or oral sex - extremely rare (Help

Stop the Virus.com, 2021)
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MENTAL HEALTH
By Rev Pamela Maxwell-Griffith, B.S. Psych

In 2008 July was designated as Minority Mental
Health Awareness Month. This was to spotlight and
bring funds into the communities that need it the
most.

While mental illnesses can affect individuals of any
race, ethnicity, or background, unique external and
internal barriers to accessing care and treatment
exist for minorities. A few examples of these
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barriers include lack of access to health coverage, discrimination in treatment settings and
cultural stigmas surrounding mental health.

According to the Office of Minority Health within the Anxiety and Depression Association of
America, roughly two-thirds of people with a diagnosable mental illness do not seek treatment.
Minority racial and ethnic groups in the U.S. are even less likely to get help when struggling
with a mental illness.  (NCDHHS.gov, 2021)

Despite advances in health equity, disparities in mental health care persist. The Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) reports that racial and ethnic minority groups in the
U.S. are less likely to have access to mental health services, less likely to use community mental
health services, more likely to use emergency departments, and more likely to receive lower
quality care. Poor mental health care access and quality of care contribute to poor mental health
outcomes, including suicide, among racial and ethnic minority populations.

According to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) and
the CDC:

● In 2017, 10.5% (3.5 million) of young adults age 18 to 25 had serious thoughts of suicide
including 8.3% of non-Hispanic blacks and 9.2% of Hispanics.

● In 2017, 7.5% (2.5 million) of young adults aged 18 to 25 had a serious mental illness
including 7.6% of non-Hispanic Asians, 5.7% of Hispanics and 4.6% of non-Hispanic
blacks.

● Feelings of anxiety and other signs of stress may become more pronounced during a
global pandemic.

● People in some racial and ethnic minority groups may respond more strongly to the stress
of a pandemic or crisis.  (Minority Mental Health.HHS.Gov, 2021)

This is something we can learn to change by changing our own fears and misconceptions of
what is or is not mental health. The research shows that misconceptions of mental health and the
stigmas attached to it stop people every day from getting the help and treatment that they need
and so deserve.

We need to be open about mental health just like we are about our physical health. If someone is
sick, we encourage them to go get medical attention without hesitation, but, with mental health
it isn’t even spoken about. Depressed well, snap out of it. We are in a crisis concerning mental
health. This COVID pandemic has stressed us to the breaking point and we need to take a stand
and encourage those who need it to seek mental health attention.
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Be the one who encourages, supports and cheers on those who need help. You can change the
world for one person with this support.
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MIND AND SPIRIT: STRENGTH

By Rev. Ser Chad Blackman

Hello friends! Last month I spoke of the struggles we all face in daily life.
This month let us examine the strength of one and many. I know a lot of us
like to figure out things on our own and that seems to show strength in our
minds. But does it really? That’s a question that has been playing on in my
mind as of late. I can’t say I have all the answers but here is my view on the
subject. We are definitely strong on our own but at times it takes the strength
of a community to get to the end of strife. All of us I believe have our weak

moments and strong ones as well. Why not harness the strength of our brothers and sisters in
times of need. This isn’t about seeking attention or putting our woes out there to gain
sympathy. I’m talking about simple sharing of the load with each other. We are currently in a
world plagued with atrocities of the natural kind and the human kind. People have forgotten the
basics at times of just being kind and understanding when it can make a difference. There are
those unconcerned and insensitive when it should matter to them as well as those who take it to
the opposite spectrum by over-sensitizing matters in an explosive manner. All things in balance
my friends. True strength comes from deep within all of us and collectively. Reach down today
and find that strength to not only persevere but to also go beyond our norms and just be nice
even when it seems we gain nothing from it. It is not about one but many that our walk affects
much like a stone thrown in a pond. The ripple effect we make can make a positive difference
in all we do. That, my friends, is a true show of strength in my book. Until next time, keep the
faith and blessings to all.
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THE QUIET CORNER:
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP ~

Go to the nearest natural body of water for this meditation. Walk out until you are waist high,
close your eyes and feel the water gently rocking your body. Feel the ebb and flow as the waves
race to the shore and return to where you are standing. Time your breathing with the rocking,
breathe out as the waves race to the shore, breathe in as you feel them return. Continue this
breathing until you feel your body become one with the water.

Now dig deeper into yourself, feel any tension and bring it up to the surface. Stretch out your
hands into the water, as the waves rush to the shore, feel the tension release through your fingers
and into the water, feel all your stress rush out. As the waves rush back to you they bring an
inner peace, a sense of relief, a sense of new beginnings. Continue with this until everything
bad is replaced with good. Feel the water renew you, you are one with the water, you are in
control of yourself.

The ebb and flow of the water has returned you to yourself, it has freed you. Stretch out your
hands and thank the water. As you exit onto the beach, look back at the beauty, the serenity and
return often. Not only is this meditation cooling during the summer, it brings you inner peace
and makes you feel alive again!
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CALENDAR:  JULY
(All times listed are Eastern US Time)

“Observe good faith and justice toward all nations. Cultivate peace and harmony
with all.” – President George Washington

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Tea Thyme with
Mother and
Crone 3 PM

Chancellor’s
Chat 9 PM

World Walkers
Meeting 2 PM

New Moon

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Tea Thyme with
Mother and
Crone 3 PM

Great Crystal
Web 7 PM

Chancellor’s
Chat 9 PM

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Tea Thyme with
Mother and
Crone 3 PM

Chancellor’s
Chat 9 PM

Full Moon

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Tea Thyme with
Mother and
Crone 3 PM

Chancellor’s
Chat 9 PM

If you have any Correllian events that we should add, please contact us at
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com.
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BIRTHDAYS

June 10th- July 7th - the Celtic Tree of Oak - Resilient and Crusader for the Underdogs

July 8th- August 4th - the Celtic Tree of Holly- Patient and Noble Leader

● Rev. Kyle Metzger July 27th

CORRELLIAN HELP DESK & FEATURED ORDERS

This is a section on where to find info for the Correllian. Post links along with a brief
description of where to find the information. To submit your information, email us at
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com. The Correllian Times does hold the policy that we publish at
Editors’ discretion.

At the Correllian Tradition’s official website, you can find a list of all the Tradition’s Temples,
Proto-Temples, Shrines, Orders, and Study Groups by clicking on the “Groups” tab at the top of
the homepage. Contains the Corr store to purchase badges for stoles, stoles and robes, etc. Also
the place to find membership applications. www.correllian.weebly.com

At Correllian Publishing, you can find a number of items relating to the Correllian Tradition.
Pick one up for yourself or a gift for someone. www.correllian-publishing.myshopify.com
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At Witchschool, you will find a variety of courses to take on a number of witchy subjects.
There are free courses and supporting courses for a low fee. Come and take a look and while
you’re there, earn your Priest/ess Degree! You’ll never know what you’ll find at
www.witchschool.com

We have a wide variety of Facebook groups and Pages for Tradition members to participate in.

Order of the Green Man: To serve all males that want to be reborn into the
whole life and truth of what it is to be male.  We want to inspire, motivate,
teach and learn from every male identifying person to eliminate the toxic ways
taught to us from early ages in time and family. Headed by Rev Chad
Blackman.

Order of the Red Tent Sisterhood: We are here to honor all the stages of life of
a woman.
From our baby daughters, to Maidens, to Matrons, to Mothers, and to our
Crones.

Together we are a tribe, warriors, and a sisterhood.
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CORRELLIAN GROUPS

If anyone would like to include a brief advert for their Correllian groups, send it to
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com.

Join Rev. Don Lewis for Chancellor’s Chat, Monday nights at
9 PM Eastern! You never know what we might end up talking
about - magic and ritual, theology, history, art, social issues, etc
but it’s always interesting.

www.facebook.com/groups/CompassionLeagueTemple. Compassion League
Temple was recognized 25 May, year 12 Aquarius and formalized September,
year 13 Aquarius. They mentor First, Second and Third Degree students across
the country through their Temple and WitchSchool. Headed by Rt. Rev. Ser.
Angela Munn, AP.

www.facebook.com/mysticalrainbowtemple Mystical Rainbow Temple was
chartered 13 May, year 18 Aquarius and formalized 19 April 20 Aquarius
specifically that gives LGBTQ a pagan home on the internet. Temple Head: Rev.
David K. Fortney Jr. HP~.

www.facebook.com/ourladyofthehealingfields Our Lady of the Healing Fields
Temple was chartered 5 January, year 16 Aquarius. Located in Michigan, they
conduct family friendly rituals and participate in the Krystel Cavaliers scouting.
Headed by Rev. Ser. Stacey Blair, HP~.

Correllian Order of Artificers is an Order for those that make or handle
Correllian Regalia, Symbols, and Sigils in many ways, shapes, forms, and
mediums, as well as other crafts.
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Correllian Order of Hursini is an Order that focuses on the historical, educational
and medicinal aspects of cannabis, while also learning different ways cannabis can
be used for magickal purposes as well as spiritual growth.

Correllian Order of Photographers and Videographers provides a place for
those interested in learning about and honing their skills of videography and
photography to share their work. This is a great place for individuals to learn how
to better utilize their skills or improve them with respect to lighting vs. shadows,
saturation, aperture, angle, subject background/foreground, the Rule of Thirds as
well as editing and alteration of photos and video. Join us if you would like to

learn more!

Correllian Order of Mousai is an Order to embrace the inner wisdom received
through the exploration of music and all its magickal properties.

Correllian Order of Seshat is an Order for all those who love Journalism and
writing.

CORRELLIAN ADVERTISING

Advertising can be done for a price of $12 a month for a 1-inch by 2-inch
section. If you would like to submit an ad, please contact us for information.
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com
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Customized Sigils: Round $5, Square $7. Contact Salena Murdock at
murdocksam1@yahoo.com.

THE GIVERS ZONE

The Correllian Nativist Tradition welcomes your
financial support!! Your willingness to help in this
effort is much appreciated. Your gift, no matter how
small, will make a difference and provide essential
support to the Tradition. Givers understand the benefits
gained by both the Giver and receiver. Have a
question, contact: Rt. Rev. Ser. Mike Neal AP at
CNTFundRaisingOffice@earthlink.net.

WITCHY WISDOM: MONTHLY ORACLE

by Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~

“Go for your dreams. The desire to overcome obstacles outweighs any hindrance that can
be put in your path. Reach for the moon and the stars. Be led by deity. Achieve your greatest
purpose. Spread love and joy to everyone you touch. You are valid. You are exceptional. You
are amazing. You are loved. The great gift is to give love and allow yourself to be loved in
return.”

JULY CORRESPONDENCES

STONE: Pearl, Moonstone, White Agate
ANIMAL: Crab, Turtle, Dolphin, Whale
FLOWER: Lotus, Water Lily, Jasmine
RULING PLANET: Moon
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE EDITORS

Our readers are always welcome to write to the Editors. To do so, please email your
correspondence to: CorrellianTimes@gmail.com

Are you interested in writing for the Correllian Times? Are you interested in a specific topic
and wish we would include it? Let us know! Recently wrote a research paper and want to share
it with the Tradition?  Send it to the email above!!

TEMPLE SPOTLIGHT- T EMPLO BOSQUE DEL NORTE
by Rev. Nesme Rhea HP

The Temple of the North Forest is physically located in Guatemala, a
Central American country. The Temple was born as a Witan Shrine, in the
year 2016, when its guardian and head of the Temple saw the need that
existed in Guatemala to make a place of study and meeting for those who
wish to know about Wicca, and have not found real information about it.

The Shrine was recognized by the Correllian Tradition on May 13th of the year 16 of Aquarius,
under the imperium of Lady Ayra Alseret. It was then upgraded to a Proto-Temple on April 1,
Aquarius 17 and finally advance to a Formal Temple on May 1, Aquarius 18. And the Temple
comes under the rule of its guardian on June 11, Aquarius 18.

During the years that the Temple has been in operation, it has tried to provide help to all
Guatemalan people, and some other countries of Central America in orientation about what is
the Wicca religion, as well as in the principles and vision of the Correllian Tradition. The
objectives of the Temple are and have always been: to help promote paganism in Guatemala, to
make known the principles of Wicca, to make known the principles of the Nativist Correllian
tradition in Guatemala, to provide a meeting place for people who want to know and/or learn
about the Nativist Correllian tradition and to contribute to the formation of dedicants in
Guatemala.

As Guatemala is a very conservative country where the two most extensive religions are the
traditional ones, the work of the Temple has been a little difficult, since Wicca and paganism
continue to be a taboo subject. For this reason most of the activities that the Temple carries out
are developed virtually with people who are in search of spaces of coexistence and have similar
structures of thought.
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HOLIDAY OF THE MONTH - INDEPENDENCE DAY
by Rev Silas Mimir HP~

Every year on the 4th of July, there are fireworks, massive cookouts, and large
celebrations of freedom here in the United States. This day marks our liberation from British
rule, and the birth of our country. Most modern countries have some sort of beginning or birth,
freeing themselves so that they can rule themselves. This is not unique to the United States. I’d
like to recognize all the countries that were liberated in the month of July.

1st – Burundi, Rwanda, Somalia

3rd – Belarus

4th – United States

5th – Algeria, Cape Verde, Venezuela

6th – Comoros, Malawi

7th – Solomon Islands

9th – Argentina, South Sudan

10th – Bahamas

12th – Sao Tomé and Príncipe

14th – France – Bastille Day

17th – Slovakia

20th – Colombia

21st – Belgium

26th – Maldives, Netherlands

30th – Vanuatu

Of course, this list only includes those countries that celebrate in the month of July.
Independence day is celebrated around the world on different dates. How do you celebrate
Independence day in your country?
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NOTICE: All content within these pages belongs to the Correllian Times and/or it’s
Editors. Permission must be granted before being duplicated. Submissions are printed at
Editors’ discretion.
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